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Abstract Ionic liquids dissolve cellulose in a more
efﬁcient and environmentally acceptable way than
conventional methods in aqueous solution. An understanding of how ionic liquids act on cellulose is essential
for improving pretreatment conditions and thus detailed
knowledge of the interactions between the cations,
anions and cellulose is necessary. Here, to explore ionic
liquid effects, we perform all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations of a cellulose microﬁbril in 1-butyl-3methylimidazolium chloride and analyze site–site interactions and cation orientations at the solute–solvent
interface. The results indicate that Cl- anions predominantly interact with cellulose surface hydroxyl groups
but with differences between chains of neighboring
cellulose layers, referred to as center and origin chains;
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Cl- binds to C3-hydroxyls on the origin chains but to
C2- and C6-hydroxyls on the center chains, thus
resulting in a distinct pattern along glucan chains of
the hydrophilic ﬁber surfaces. In particular, Cl- binding
disrupts intrachain O3H–O5 hydrogen bonds on the
origin chains but not those on the center chains. In
contrast, Bmim? cations stack preferentially on the
hydrophobic cellulose surface, governed by non-polar
interactions with cellulose. Complementary to the polar
interactions between Cl- and cellulose, the stacking
interaction between solvent cation rings and cellulose
pyranose rings can compensate the interaction between
stacked cellulose layers, thus stabilizing detached
cellulose chains. Moreover, a frequently occurring
intercalation of Bmim? on the hydrophilic surface is
observed, which by separating cellulose layers can also
potentially facilitate the initiation of ﬁber disintegration.
The results provide a molecular description why ionic
liquids are ideal cellulose solvents, the concerted action
of anions and cations on the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces being key to the efﬁcient dissolution of
the amphiphilic carbohydrate.
Keywords Cellulose  Ionic liquids 
Pretreatment  MD simulation

Introduction
The use of ionic liquid (IL) mixtures for the nonderivatized modiﬁcation of cellulosic material and for
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the dissolution of lignocellulosic biomass shows
promise as a component of the development of a
sustainable and economic biofuel industry (Gericke
et al. 2012; Langan et al. 2011; Sun et al. 2011). Due in
part to their thermal stability and reusability, ILs have
become attractive alternatives to traditional cellulose
solvents such as nitrate or aqueous alkali containing
solvents (Swatloski et al. 2002; Zavrel et al. 2009; Zhu
et al. 2006). Moreover, the application of ILs outperforms common methods of pretreatment, making
cellulose more prone to deconstruction during the
subsequent process of sacchariﬁcation (Alvira et al.
2010; Liu and Chen 2006). Enhanced turnover rates of
enzymatic hydrolysis arise probably from better
accessibility of the polymer to enzymes after treatment
with ILs (Dadi et al. 2006; Kim et al. 2010).
Characterization of the pretreated and reprecipitated
cellulose, via scanning electron microscopy and X-ray
diffraction among other techniques, has indicated
structural transformation (Dadi et al. 2007; Li et al.
2010), which manifests itself as greater deligniﬁcation
and reduced crystallinity of cellulose. Depending on
the source of biomass, and thus on its lignin content, as
well as on the pretreatment temperature, conversion of
cellulose I (Nishiyama et al. 2002, 2003) to cellulose II
(Langan et al. 1999, 2001) upon IL treatment and
recrystallization has been observed (Cheng et al. 2011;
Samayam et al. 2011). The latter cellulose allomorph
is known to be more readily digestible by hydrolyzing
enzymes (Chen et al. 2007; Chundawat et al. 2011).
Within the large group of ILs, those with a cation
containing an imidazole group and a short alkyl-chain
are most effective in interacting with carbohydrate
substrates in general and in dissolving cellulose in
particular (El Seoud et al. 2007; Heinze et al. 2008;
Zhang and Chan 2010). A prominent example of these
is 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium chloride (BmimCl),
an IL often used for the non-derivatized dissolution of
cellulose (Moulthrop et al. 2005; Rinaldi et al. 2008).
However, in order to better exploit ILs as an efﬁcient
and more economic solvent system for biomass
pretreatment, the mechanism by which they act on
the solute needs to be better understood. To this end,
there has been some effort in designing new ILs and
effects of their application to cellulose have been
discussed (Fukaya et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2010a; Ohira
et al. 2012; Sellin et al. 2010). It has been widely
accepted that, in order to disintegrate the cellulose
ﬁbril structure, a good cellulose solvent must break the
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inter- and intramolecular hydrogen bonds between and
within glucan chains (BeMiller and Whistler 1996;
Zhang et al. 2002). This general viewpoint, however,
has recently been challenged in several reports claiming that the role of hydrophobic interactions in the
solubility of cellulose had been underestimated (Lindman et al. 2010; Medronho et al. 2012). Indeed,
potential of mean force calculations for the separation
of cellooligomers using molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation have suggested that hydrophobic interactions contribute favorably to stabilizing a crystal-like
stacked structure (Bergenstrahle et al. 2010). Moreover, when considering the intricate cellulose solubility problem, the amphiphilic character of cellulose
polymers should not be overlooked. There is some
agreement that the amphiphilic nature of cellulose
affects its structural properties—a concept referred to
as the ‘‘Lindman Hypothesis’’ (Glasser et al. 2012).
Therefore, in order to simultaneously weaken the
solute’s hydrophobic and hydrogen bond interactions
and facilitate dissolution in a more effective way, a
good cellulose solvent should have both polar and
non-polar groups.
Atomic-detail MD simulations have proven to be a
powerful tool for the analysis of the structure and
dynamics of cellulose in aqueous and IL solutions
(Kowsari et al. 2008; Margulis et al. 2002; Raju and
Balasubramanian 2010; Ramadugu et al. 2009;
Youngs et al. 2007). Studies of cellulose oligomers
have revealed more favorable solute–solvent interaction energies and increased conformational ﬂexibility
of glucan chains in IL solutions than in aqueous
solutions (Liu et al. 2010b). Similarly, MD simulations of a cellulose oligomer in binary solvent systems
with varying IL/water ratios characterized molecular
interactions between cations, anions, water and cellulose during precipitation after IL pretreatment (Liu
et al. 2011). Recently, a computational study has
shown more favorable free energies for peeling off
one glucan chain from a cellulose crystal in BmimCl
than in water (Cho et al. 2011; Gross et al. 2012).
Using a two-phase thermodynamic model, the calculation suggested reduced solvent entropy loss upon
dissolution in BmimCl. Moreover, by dissecting
interaction forces based on a coarse-grained scheme,
this work demonstrated stronger interaction of the
cellulose hydroxyl and hydroxymethyl groups with the
cation or the anion than with water. Such a coarsegrained description focuses on interactions between
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different functional groups, but cannot examine
favored orientations of the larger cation molecules
on the ﬁber surface and underlying atomistic site–site
interactions. In order to understand the initial steps of
cellulose dissolution in ILs and to highlight the
mechanism or mode of action by which cations and
anions may initiate the disintegration of a cellulose
ﬁber, it is essential to simulate and analyze at atomic
resolution.
To the above end, we have conducted all-atom MD
simulations of a 36-chain cellulose microﬁbril solvated in BmimCl. Computational limitations on the
accessible timescale are such that no complete dissolution of the cellulose ﬁber or penetration of solvent
ions into the ﬁber interior is expected to occur in the
simulations. Rather, the calculations permit observation of early stages of the process at atomic detail. The
goal is to gain insight into the interaction patterns of
initial solute–solvent contacts, and, in particular, the
positioning of the IL cations and anions during the
initial steps of dissolution. Previously, we have shown
preferential accumulation of solvent ions on the
different ﬁber surfaces and conformational variability
of the solvent-exposed hydroxymethyl groups (Mostoﬁan et al. 2011). Here, we present longer simulations
and a detailed analysis of site–site contacts and
favored orientations of solvent molecules around
cellulose surfaces. The results indicate that both
cations and anions indeed play active roles in the
onset of cellulose dissolution. While Cl- disrupts
accessible intramolecular cellulose hydrogen bonds,
Bmim? positions itself on top of hydrophobic surfaces in a stacking fashion and also intercalates in
between cellulose strands on hydrophilic surfaces in a
process likely to facilitate the initiation of cellulose
deconstruction.

These large values correspond to a few head-to-tail
distances of BmimCl, thus allowing for a reliable
analysis of solvent structures close to the ﬁber
surfaces. The total number of atoms is 182,070.
GLYCAM06 (Kirschner et al. 2008) molecular
mechanics force ﬁeld parameters were used for the
cellulose. BmimCl parameters had been developed
previously (Liu et al. 2004) and partial charges were
assigned through ﬁtting to electrostatic potentials
computed at the Hartree–Fock level with 6–31G*
basis set using GAUSSIAN (2009). Simulations were
performed and analyzed with GROMACS (Hess et al.
2008). Long-range electrostatic interactions were
calculated using the particle-mesh Ewald summation
(Darden et al. 1993; Essmann et al. 1995) with a realspace cut-off at 12 Å. Van der Waals interactions were
cut off at 10 Å.
The system was equilibrated to the target temperature of 450 K which corresponds to the biomass
pretreatment conditions with an IL. The temperature
was maintained by velocity rescaling with a stochastic
term to ensure proper sampling (Bussi et al. 2007).
After equilibrating the density with a short NPT
simulation applying the Berendsen barostat (Berendsen et al. 1984), the system was subjected to 5 ns of
NVT equilibration. The production run was performed
for over 100 ns with a time step of 2 fs in the NVT
ensemble. Bonds to hydrogen atoms were constrained
using the LINCS algorithm (Hess et al. 1997).

Methods
MD simulation
A 36-chain Ib-cellulose crystal ﬁber (Fig. 1) with 20
glucose units per chain was solvated in an equilibrated
cubic box of BmimCl ion pairs. After deleting
overlapping molecules and energy minimization, the
ﬁber was surrounded by *25 Å of solvent on both
sides along the direction of its polymerization axis and
by 40–60 Å of clearance around the other surfaces.

Fig. 1 A cross-section view of a 36-chain microﬁbril model of
the cellulose Ib allomorph. Axes a and b deﬁne the monoclinic
unit cell. The six faces are assigned Miller Indices. Layers
consisting of center (C) or origin (O) chains are labeled on the
right
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Cation orientations
To identify the arrangement of Bmim? cations around
surface glucose monomers, a set of three-dimensional
Euler angles (hx, hy, hz) was derived for every cation
with a maximum imidazole ring-center to pyranose
ring-center distance of 7 Å. Euler angles were computed from rotational matrices and correspond to
successive rotations of the cations around the z-, y-,
and x-axis of their laboratory coordinate system
(Fig. 2a) in order to transform them to the reference
coordinate system of the adjacent glucose unit
(Fig. 2b). Three-dimensional histograms were derived
with a bin size of 7.2° (50 bins) in each direction of
the orientation space. These orientation histograms
were normalized and smoothed with a three-dimensional Gaussian function in order to remove statistical
noise. Histograms were created with MATLAB (2011)
and orientations illustrated with VMD (Humphrey
et al. 1996). Cation orientations were evaluated
with respect to the 16 central glucose units of any
surface glucan chain. Terminal cellobiose units were
neglected in this analysis and in the computation of all

Fig. 2 Deﬁnition of coordinate systems for solvent cations and
solute monomers. a The laboratory coordinate system is deﬁned
for Bmim? cations with the x–y-plane as the plane of the
imidazole ring (that is the plane deﬁned by N1, N2, and C2). This
view is along the negative z-axis. The x-axis is deﬁned along the
connection of the ring-center to the butyl group. The y-axis is
deﬁned to be perpendicular to the x- and z-axes as shown here.
b The reference coordinate system is deﬁned for glucose
monomers with the x–y-plane as the plane of the pyranose ring
(that is the plane deﬁned by C2, C4, and O5). This view is along
the negative z-axis. The y-axis is deﬁned along the connection of
the ring-center and the glycosidic bond. The x-axis is deﬁned to
be perpendicular to the y- and z-axes as shown here. For any
monomer of a cellobiose unit, functional groups appear on
different sides around the deﬁned axes and thus both types are
displayed here. The cellobiose hydroxyl groups of C2 (black), C3
(red), and C6 (cyan) are colored. (Color ﬁgure online)
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radial distribution functions in order to eliminate
potential artefactual effects due to their greater
ﬂexibility.

Results and discussion
The starting cellulose crystal consists of 36 chains
arranged in nine layers. Based on their placement in
the monoclinic unit cell of the Ib allomorph, cellulose
strands from neighboring layers are referred to as
center and origin chains, as illustrated in Fig. 1, which
are non-equivalent in terms of their environment
(Nishiyama et al. 2002). The ﬁber has six faces which
can be annotated by Miller Indices as they correspond
to lattice planes of the underlying crystal. Two of

these, the (200) and ð200Þ
surfaces, are generally
referred to as hydrophobic, while the remaining four
 ð110Þ,

surfaces, ð110Þ,
(010), and (020), all expose the
equatorial hydroxyl groups to the surroundings and are
thus referred to as hydrophilic. We also denote parallel
surfaces from opposite sides of the ﬁber as ‘‘corresponding surfaces’’ as their shape is identical to each
other and different from the other surfaces. There are
three pairs of corresponding surfaces in the given ﬁber
structure. Any two corresponding surfaces expose
hydroxyl groups or ring hydrogens to the solvent in the
same way. To explore the behavior of solvent and its
possible effect on a cellulose ﬁber, we characterize
contacts between BmimCl and the cellulose surfaces.
In the following, we discuss the structure of Bmim?
and Cl- in proximity to three of the six ﬁber surfaces.
Only one surface from any pair of corresponding
surfaces is considered, namely the hydrophobic (200)
 and (010) faces. As the
and the hydrophilic ð110Þ
analysis of spatial density distributions in earlier
studies has revealed, the solvent arranges itself in a
symmetric fashion around cellulose ﬁbers during the
initiation phase of dissolution (Gross and Chu 2010;
Matthews et al. 2006; Mostoﬁan et al. 2011). It has
been shown that solvent components such as Bmim?
and Cl- occupy distinct sites on cellulose surfaces, for
example the space between two cellulose chains, with
the same density on any two corresponding surfaces.
Therefore, it can be presumed that similar interaction
between cellulose and BmimCl is taking place at the
analogous positions on corresponding surfaces, and
considering only one surface from any corresponding
surface pair in our analyses thus sufﬁces to provide
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information on all crucial solute–solvent interactions.
It should also be noted that the symmetrical distribution of solvent around the cellulose ﬁber indicates
convergence of the MD simulation for the analysis of
solute–solvent interactions.
Radial distribution functions (RDFs) are instrumental for identifying dominant short-range contacts
or mid-range structural order in liquids. We calculated
RDFs for Cl- with respect to solvent-exposed hydrogen atoms from the C2-, C3-, and C6-hydroxyl groups
(see Fig. 2b), which are the sites of greatest Claccumulation. Fig. S1a (Supplementary Information)
reveals that highest peaks, and thus the strongest
interactions, are between the anions and the hydro surface, with a site–site separation of
philic ð110Þ
2–3 Å. In contrast, the RDFs of the ring and methyl
hydrogens of the cation with respect to the solventexposed oxygen atoms of the cellulose hydroxyl
groups show broad proﬁles of low intensity (Fig.
S1b), suggesting that Bmim? does not accumulate
around hydroxyl groups of the cellulose surfaces.
However, this analysis of site–site RDFs does not
exclude the possibility that the rather bulky cation may

have a preferred way of approaching and aligning
itself at cellulose surfaces. Indeed, g(r) proﬁles for the
center of mass of the imidazole ring atoms with respect
to the pyranose rings of the central glucan chains on
different cellulose surfaces, reveal a slight minimum
 and the (010)
at around 7 Å, particularly for the ð110Þ
surfaces (Fig. S2). Hence, we performed an orientational analysis of those Bmim? cations located within
7 Å of surface pyranose ring centers. In the remainder
of this section, we present the orientations of Bmim?
relative to the glucose units on the three different
surfaces of the cellulose ﬁber, together with RDFs for
Cl- in greater detail.

Fig. 3 Radial distribution functions (RDFs) of Cl- anions around
cellulose surface hydroxyl groups. Each proﬁle describes a site–site
RDF between Cl- and hydrogen atoms of the C2- (dotted black),
C3- (dashed red), or C6-hydroxyl (solid cyan) on the highlighted
glucan chains (inset). RDFs are shown with respect to a hydroxyl
groups on the (200) surface showing toward the (020) surface, b


hydroxyl groups on the (200) surface showing toward the ð110Þ
 surface, d
surface, c center chain hydroxyl groups on the ð110Þ
 surface, e center chain
origin chain hydroxyl groups on the ð110Þ
hydroxyl groups on the (010) surface, and f origin chain
hydroxyl groups on the (010) surface. (Color ﬁgure online)

Solvent structure around the hydrophobic (200)
surface
To assess the extent to which Cl- anions interact with
the hydrophobic (200) surface, we computed RDFs
with respect to the hydrogens of the hydroxyl groups
in the three surface chains (Fig. 3a, b). In order to
focus on interactions speciﬁc to this surface, not all
hydroxyls from the two border chains were considered
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as reference sites, as these may also be assigned to a
neighboring surface. Hence, only those hydroxyls on
the two border chains that point toward the middle
chain on (200) were included, while on the middle
chain all hydroxyls were considered. Moreover, RDFs
with respect to hydroxyl groups pointing toward the
neighboring (020) surface are combined in Fig. 3a
 are combined in Fig. 3b. The
while those toward ð110Þ
reason for averaging these RDFs is that the individual
proﬁles were found to be of comparable shape. As
shown in these two plots, Cl- preferentially appears
around the C2- and C6-hydroxyls pointing toward the
(020) surface (dotted black and solid cyan proﬁles in
Fig. 3b). The g(r) proﬁles for the corresponding C3hydroxyl (dashed red in Fig. 3b) as well as for all

hydroxyls extending toward the ð110Þ
surface
(Fig. 3a) show a much smaller peak.
The reason for this differential interaction pattern
within one layer of cellulose chains lies in the fact that,

during the course of the simulation, the center and
origin chains tilt clockwise or counter-clockwise,
respectively, with respect to the polymerization axis,
as observed in previous ﬁber simulations (Matthews
et al. 2011). Analysis of the tilt angle for any cellulose
chain reveals an average value of approximately ?10°
for center chains and -10° for origin chains, respectively (Fig. S3). As a result, the (200) surface chains
tend to expose hydroxyl groups on one side to the
solvent while hiding the other side from the solvent.
Nevertheless, even among the solvent-exposed C3hydroxyls, the RDF shows a relatively lower peak
(dashed red proﬁle in Fig. 3b) suggesting that the
intrachain O3H–O5 hydrogen bonds remain largely
intact. Indeed, the occupancy of these hydrogen bonds
over the course of the entire simulation is only slightly
lower than that in the ﬁber core (Fig. S4).
The differential interaction of Cl- with C2- and
C6-hydroxyls on the hydrophobic surface is also

Fig. 4 Analysis of solvent cation orientations with respect to
solute monomers on the (200) surface. a Orientations are
presented for cations around the cellulose (200) surface (top).
Six peaks in the histogram are identiﬁed and shown as distinct
regions in orientation space (a, b, c, d, e, g) (bottom). b The

positions of all cation ring-centers with respect to closest glucose
monomers are visualized in a top view and a side view of the
surface. Colors correspond to histogram peaks in (a). The average
orientation and separation for the two most populated histogram
peaks (a and b) is shown explicitly. (Color ﬁgure online)
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illustrated by computing three-dimensional spatial
densities (Fig. S5a–c). Chains bordering on neighboring surfaces show solvent density not only on top but
also on the respective sides of the glucan chains in
these averaged distribution images.
The spatial distributions in Fig. S5a–c also reveal
that Bmim? cations do not have a speciﬁc interaction site on the (200) surface, as no ring hydrogen
density peaks (meshed contours) are visible around
any surface sites. On the other hand, an orientational
analysis for Bmim? indicates that the cations do
have a preferred alignment at this cellulose surface.
The corresponding histogram (Fig. 4a) shows several prevailing regions in orientation space which
are clustered into six groups (a, b, c, d, e, g).
Figure 4b visualizes the positions of all cation ringcenters from these preferred orientations with
respect to the nearest pyranose ring center in a top
and a side view of the (200) surface. The bulk of
these most prevalent orientations is found on top of
the glucose rings, indicating that Bmim? avoids
positioning in between neighboring strands or over
the glycosidic bonds. Instead, the cation is mainly
positioned over the pyranose rings in the favored
orientations determined with respect to the glucose
monomer.

In Fig. 4c, the average arrangement and separation
with reference to the closest glucose ring is visualized
for structures from the two most populated groups of
preferred orientations in Fig. 4a. Averages of all six
high-occupancy orientation clusters are given in Fig.
S6a. Bmim? cations are found to align themselves by
stacking with the imidazole rings parallel to the closest
glucose rings. The Bmim? tail and head groups do not
have preferred directions, and this is also indicated by
the observation that hz adopts several values for the
highlighted groups while hx is either *0° or *180°
and hy is *0°, signifying parallel arrangement of the
imidazole and glucose ring planes. For all highoccurrence orientations, the separation of the imidazole ring center from the closest pyranose ring center is
strictly between 3 and 4 Å.
The above results indicate that cation rings stack
against the hydrophobic (200) surface. To gain a
quantitative understanding of this stacking interaction,
we decomposed the interaction potential energy
between any Bmim? cations and the cellulose ﬁber
into electrostatic (Ecoul) and van der Waals (EvdW)
contributions for each of the preferred orientations
which are shown in Fig. 5a. On average, the computed
EvdW of below -10 kcal/mol is clearly lower than Ecoul.
This indicates that the stacking of cation rings at this

Fig. 5 Decomposition of
the interaction potential
energy between solvent
cations and cellulose into
Coulombic (top bar) and
van der Waals (bottom bar)
energy; cations assigned to
the histogram peaks in
Figs. 4, 6, or 7 are taken into
consideration for a the
 and c the
(200), b the ð110Þ,
(010) surface, respectively
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interface involves mainly non-polar interaction
between the cellulose and the Bmim? cations. This
may compensate stacking interactions between cellulose layers, facilitating the transition from a compact
crystal structure to detached cellulose chains. Indeed,
X-ray diffraction studies on ﬁbers from ramie cell
walls treated with EmimAc, an IL with a cation similar
to BmimCl, have shown a reduced and broadened
(200) reﬂection peak compared to untreated cellulose
(Lucas et al. 2011), interpreted as a reduction of
cellulose stacking interactions due to IL treatment. In
our simulations, it is noticeable that both the Clanions and Bmim? cations are engaged in attacking
the hydrophobic (200) surface in distinct, and yet
complementary, ways.

Solvent structure around the hydrophilic ð110Þ
surface
 face is referred to as hydrophilic
The ﬁber ð110Þ
because hydroxyl and hydroxymethyl groups on this
surface are exposed to the solvent. Since individual
RDF proﬁles of Cl- with respect to hydroxyl hydrogens on center or origin chains are of comparable
shape, they are combined into one plot for the center
chains (Fig. 3c) and one for the origin chains
(Fig. 3d). These proﬁles show that Cl- avoids the
C3-hydroxyl while accumulating around the C2- and
C6-hydroxyl groups on center chains. For the origin
chains, g(r) also peaks at *3 Å for Cl- around
hydrogens on C3, indicating direct interaction. This is
further conﬁrmed by the much lower intrachain O3H–
O5 hydrogen bond occupancy for solvent-exposed
origin chains on this surface (Fig. S4), the mean
percentage values being 25.2 and 39.4 %, respectively, for the two origin chains while for the center
chains the corresponding occupancy values reach
*80 %, comparable to those for the ﬁber core.
Calculating the average solvent-accessible surface
area (SASA) per monomer for surface hydroxyl
groups leads to the same conclusion, i.e. that
C3-hydroxyl groups on center chains are not available
for direct interaction with the solvent. As shown in
Fig. S3, hydrogen atoms from the C3-hydroxyl group
contribute to the SASA of the center chains ﬁve times
less than to the origin chains while the corresponding
SASA values for the C2- or C6-hydroxyls remain
fairly constant between the different chains. This
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analysis shows how accessible these surface hydroxyls
can be to solvent molecules if not hydrogen bonded to
the solute as in the case of the C3 group on center
chains.
While in the initial crystal structure the two types of
glucan chains differ only with respect to their chemical
environment, the clockwise and counter-clockwise
tilting in the simulation (Fig. S3) as well as the
differential hydrogen bonding (Fig. S4) result in
characteristic hydrophilic surfaces with alternating
center and origin chains exposing distinct sites for
interaction with solute molecules. As a result, Clanions and Bmim? cations surrounding the solventexposed hydroxyl groups arrange differently on dif surface.
ferent chains of the ð110Þ
Spatial distributions give an averaged three-dimensional illustration of the interaction between anions
and C3-hydroxyls on origin chains and the absence of
Cl- density contours at corresponding positions of
center chains (Fig. S5c–f). Interestingly, these images
of average density also reveal that Bmim? cations

concentrate along the cellulose strands of the ð110Þ
surface, albeit at lower probabilities than Cl . Bmim?
tends to occupy the space on the cellulose surface in
which Cl- is less accumulated, that is, in particular
around the hydrogen-bonded C3-hydroxyl on the
center chains (Fig. S5c,e), and to some degree around
the C2- and C6-hydroxyl groups on the origin chains
(Fig. S5d). Hence, anions and cations appear in an
alternating fashion along the chains of the hydrophilic
 surface, and in particular its center chains. The
ð110Þ
bottom origin chain on this surface shows density
contours mainly beneath and above the pyranose ring
plane (Fig. S5f) due to its intermediate character as a
border chain to the neighboring surface.
In Fig. 6a, four relatively concentrated regions
imply strong orientational preference for Bmim? on
 surface. These preferred orientations are
the ð110Þ
mainly found in between neighboring cellulose strands
 surface (Fig. 6b, c). For the two most
on the ð110Þ
prevalent orientations (denoted b and e), the average
arrangement and separation from the nearest pyranose
ring center show that the cation indeed intercalates
between neighboring chains. Moreover, in both
orientations, the imidazole rings are aligned in a
similar way with respect to the ﬁber surface. The head
or tail group of Bmim? points to opposite directions
along the main ﬁber axis and the C1–H1 group of the
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imidazole ring points away while the C2–H2 and C3–
H3 groups face the interchain space of the hydrophilic
surface in both orientations. The two remaining cation
orientations (see Fig. S6b) are of much lower probability and may be considered as intermediate structures for a transition between orientations b and e.
Decomposition of the interaction potential energy
between Bmim? and cellulose reveals comparable
Ecoul and EvdW values (Fig. 5b). The average Coulombic contribution is 4.2 kcal/mol lower and the
average van der Waals energy is 3.3 kcal/mol higher
than the corresponding interaction energies for the
hydrophobic (200) surface. This indicates that cations
can also interact with the hydrophilic surface of
cellulose through favorable electrostatic interaction.
It should be noted that the intercalation of Bmim?
cations is facilitated by the above-mentioned clockwise and counter-clockwise tilt of center and origin
chains, respectively, which results in surface residues

and functional groups moving against (when the origin
layer is on top) or away from each other (when the
center layer is on top). As a result, two grooves open
on this surface that further help Bmim? to penetrate.
This intercalation of Bmim? and the selective disruption of O3H–O5 hydrogen bonds on the origin chains
by Cl- both indicate that cations and anions of the IL
 surface in
can interact with the hydrophilic ð110Þ
distinct ways. These interactions may be primary steps
in the dissolution of a cellulose ﬁber.

Fig. 6 Analysis of solvent cation orientations with respect to solute
 surface. a Orientations are evaluated for
monomers on the ð110Þ
 surface (top). Four peaks in
cations around the cellulose ð110Þ
the histogram are identiﬁed and shown as distinct regions in
orientation space (b, e, f, g) (bottom). b The positions of all

cation ring-centers with respect to closest glucose monomers are
visualized in two different side views of the surface. Colors
correspond to histogram peaks in (a). The average orientation
and separation for the two most populated histogram peaks (b
and e) is shown explicitly. (Color ﬁgure online)

Solvent structure around the hydrophilic (010)
surface
The ﬁber (010) face contains voids which can be
occupied by solvent molecules. The voids are deﬁned
by adjoining origin chains above and beneath as well
as the side groups from the center chains. Consequently, this ﬁber surface does expose pyranose ring
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hydrogens to the solvent, but due to the greater
exposure of hydroxyl groups, it is also referred to as
hydrophilic. The bottom center chain, which borders

on the hydrophobic ð200Þ
face, is neglected in the
following analysis of solvent distributions due to its
intermediate character as a border chain between two
different surfaces. RDFs for Cl- are similar to the
other hydrophilic surface. On the center chains, the
anions avoid the C3-hydroxyl hydrogen and accumulate mainly around the C6-hydroxyl, while on the
protruding origin chains the RDFs show strong peaks
for Cl- around all hydroxyl groups (Fig. 3e, f). The
hydrogen on the C6-hydroxyl contributes signiﬁcantly
more to the SASAs of the center chains (on average
25.9 %) than the C2- and C3-hydroxyls (15.3 and
0.3 %) (Fig. S3), which may be the reason for the
higher peak of C6-hydroxyls in Fig. 3e. Similar to the
interactions between BmimCl and cellulose on the
hydrophilic (010) surface, occupancies indicate that

the binding of Cl- to C3-hydroxyl hydrogens disrupts
the intrachain hydrogen bonding OH3–O5 to a greater
extent on protruding origin chains than on buried
center chains (Fig. S4). Here as well, the anions and
cations accumulate in an alternating way around side
groups of center chains on this surface (Fig. S5g–j),
which is further enhanced by the presence of the
surface voids.
Finally, analyzing the arrangement of Bmim?
cations around the (010) surface reveals frequently
occurring orientations, of which the two most preferred (orientations b and e in Fig. 7a) are identical to

those on the previously discussed hydrophilic ð110Þ
surface, which means that the C1–H1 group of the
imidazole ring extends into the solvent. On the
hydrophilic (010) surface, however, cations adopt
their preferred orientations upon intercalating into the
available voids (Fig. 7b, c). The average interaction
energies between the cellulose and Bmim? show

Fig. 7 Analysis of solvent cation orientations with respect to
solute monomers on the (010) surface. a Orientations are
evaluated for cations around the cellulose (010) surface (top).
Four peaks in the histogram are identiﬁed and shown as distinct
regions in orientation space (a, b, e, g) (bottom). b The positions

of all cation ring-centers with respect to closest glucose
monomers are visualized in two different side views of the surface. Colors correspond to histogram peaks in (a). The average
orientation and separation for the two most populated histogram
peaks (b and e) is shown explicitly. (Color ﬁgure online)
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comparable Coulombic interactions as on the other
 surface and also comparable van der
hydrophilic ð110Þ
Waals interactions as on the hydrophobic (200)
surface (Fig. 5c). The stronger Evdw at this surface
compared to the other hydrophilic surface is due to the
interaction of cations with the non-polar pyranose
rings above and beneath the surface voids.
During the MD simulation we observed several
changes in the conformation of the cellulose ﬁber. The
clockwise and counter-clockwise tilt of the center and
origin chains gives rise to certain hydroxyl groups
being more solvent-exposed than others. In addition,
the cellulose ﬁber twists and swells from the beginning
of the simulation. A calculation for the central layer of
glucan chains shows that the ﬁber twists around its
polymerization axis by *20° on average and the
distance between neighboring unit cells in the ﬁber
core increases by approximately 0.3 Å on average
along the cell dimension a. All these changes, along
with the different orientations of hydroxymethyl
groups on center chains compared to origin chains,
have been observed before in simulations of Ibcellulose ﬁbers (Bergenstrahle et al. 2007; Matthews
et al. 2006, 2010, 2011; Mostoﬁan et al. 2011; Yui
et al. 2006). Therefore, the solvated ﬁber behaves as
observed before and structural features of the different
ﬁber surfaces allow cellulose to undergo favorable
polar and non-polar interactions with the IL.
The signiﬁcantly higher probability of Bmim?
cations with the C1–H1 group of imidazole rings
pointing away from both hydrophilic surfaces examined suggests that these orientations may serve a
distinct function. Recent spectroscopic analyses
assign a greater acidity to the H1 proton on IL
imidazole rings (Muldoon et al. 2001; Reichardt 2005)
which means that this site can be considered a better
hydrogen bond donor than the other imidazole
protons. Therefore, it may seem surprising that the
H1 proton points away from the solute in the preferred
Bmim? orientations instead of hydrogen bonding to
the hydrophilic cellulose surfaces where exposed
hydroxyl oxygens can accept hydrogen bonds. One
plausible reason for this may be that all imidazole ring
hydrogens are relatively polar due to the delocalized
electron system such that the combined interactions of
hydrogens H2 and H3 with the hydrophilic ﬁber
surfaces would outweigh the respective interactions of
H1 with those surfaces. Alternatively, the observed

orientations could also be stabilized through polar
interactions of Bmim? ring hydrogens with Cl-. As
previously reported (Bhargava and Balasubramanian
2007; Gray-Weale 2009; Liu et al. 2004; Urahata and
Ribeiro 2005), anions prefer to accumulate around the
more polar H1 proton of imidazole. This fact is
consistent with the presence of a sharp peak at a
smaller distance in the RDF of Cl- around H1
compared to RDFs of Cl- around H2 or H3 in
simulations of bulk BmimCl (data not shown). Coordination numbers (cn) derived through the integration
of the RDF proﬁles from zero up to the ﬁrst minimum
indicate the slightly preferred interaction of Cl- with
H1 (cn = 1.4) rather than with H2 (cn = 1.2) or with
H3 (cn = 1.1). Thus, the intercalation of cations
observed in the ﬁber simulation, in which H1 preferentially faces the solvent while H2 and H3 are oriented
toward cellulose, may arise from an interplay of the
polar ring hydrogens interacting with anions on one
side and surface hydroxyls on the other side.
In order to examine whether the afﬁnity of polar
imidazole ring hydrogens to Cl- or to cellulose
surface hydroxyls is the reason for the preferred
Bmim? orientations on the hydrophilic surfaces, we
computed the average electrostatic contribution to the
interaction potential between these hydrogens and the
hydrophilic ﬁber surfaces or the solvent Cl- in the
respective intercalating orientations (b and e) and
compared these values to those in the structures in
which H1 faces the hydrophilic surfaces and H2 and
H3 extend toward solvent (Fig. S7). These opposite
orientations are not visible as peaks in the orientation
histograms of Figs. 6 and 7 because they are sparsely
populated (a few hundred structures were evaluated
for each of the two surfaces) compared to the preferred
orientations. Our calculations reveal, for both of the
 and (010)
preferred structures on hydrophilic ð110Þ
surfaces, the average Coulombic interactions between
Cl- and H1 are greater than the sum of such
interaction energies for H2 and H3 with the ﬁber
surface. Also, for opposite intercalating orientations,
the average interaction energies of H2 and H3 with
Cl- are clearly higher than those between H1 and the
respective ﬁber surface. However, the average sum of
the Coulombic interaction energies for polar imidazole hydrogens and ﬁber surfaces or Cl- anions is
comparable between structures taken from the preferred orientations and those taken from the opposite
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orientations (on average, between -16.2 and
-19.2 kcal/mol for all six analyzed orientations from
the two hydrophilic surfaces). Hence, we can exclude
that the preferred orientations observed on the hydrophilic surfaces arise from a higher afﬁnity of the acidic
imidazole H1 site for Cl- or the combination of H2
and H3 interactions with surface hydroxyl groups.
The dominant Bmim? orientation found on the
hydrophilic surfaces can possibly also explain why the
alkyl chain length has to be limited to 4–6 carbons for
imidazolium-based ILs to be effective in cellulose
dissolution (Wang et al. 2012; Zhao et al. 2012). The
length of the alkyl chain determines the amphiphilic
character of the solvent. The cation studied here
contains a butyl tail and the present results suggest that
the alkyl chain is restricted to roughly this number, due
to structural reasons based on the observed preferred
 and (010) faces in which
orientations at the ﬁber ð110Þ
the cation tail is positioned parallel to the glucan chain.
Cations occurring in proximity to any cellulose
surface have an average head to tail distance of
*7.5 Å, which is comparable to the value for cations
in bulk BmimCl. This value is smaller than the length
of a cellobiose unit (*10.5 Å between linker oxygens) and just smaller than the separation of neighboring C2- and C6-hydroxyls on a glucan chain
(*8 Å), which is the preferred site of Bmim? on
center chains of hydrophilic surfaces as discussed
above (see Fig. S5). As a consequence, a longer alkyl
tail would prevent cations from appearing next to
neighboring cellobioses at the same time and would
also interfere with Cl- anions at their cellulose
interaction sites, hindering them from penetrating the
ﬁber. The solvent structure around the ﬁber captured in
this study, an alternating occurrence of cations and
anions along the glucan chains on the hydrophilic
surfaces (in particular the center chains) could not be
realized with a longer cation alkyl group.
Inter- and intrachain hydrogen bonds are crucial for
the structural rigidity of cellulose ﬁbers. Analysis of
the simulation suggests a disrupting effect of Clanions on solvent-exposed intrachain O3H–O5 hydrogen bonds of the ﬁber, occurring mainly on the
hydrophilic surfaces. On origin chains in particular,
the probability of hydrogen bond formation is clearly
lower than on center chains, as anions interact with the
relevant C3-hydroxyls on these chains. These results
demonstrate the capability of ILs with a small anion to
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break cellulose hydrogen bonds and thus to initiate
dissolution. In order to assess the effectiveness of Clin disrupting cellulose hydrogen bonds, a comparison
of the intrachain hydrogen bond formation of cellulose
solvated in BmimCl with that of cellulose solvated in
water would be desirable. To this end, we have
performed a similar MD simulation of a cellulose ﬁber
solvated in water (TIP3P model (Jorgensen et al.
1983)). This simulation is run for 100 ns at a
temperature of 375 K, which corresponds to the
boiling temperature of water at which the pretreatment
of cellulosic biomass is usually performed. As shown
in Fig. S4, the percentage of intramolecular O3H–O5
hydrogen bonds on origin glucan chains is clearly
higher in the water simulation (54–68 % on average)
than in the BmimCl simulation (25–42 % on average)
indicating that the IL is more effective in disrupting
solvent-exposed cellulose hydrogen bonds than is
water. It should be noted that the lower probability of
formed hydrogen bonds in BmimCl may arise from the
two simulations being performed at different temperatures, as the formation of hydrogen bonds in cellulose
has been shown to be temperature-dependent (Klein
et al. 2011; Shen and Gnanakaran 2009). Even so, the
present study shows the superiority of ILs over water
as a pretreatment solvent for cellulose since they
provide a liquid environment at elevated temperatures
capable of interfering more severely with cellulose
hydrogen bonds, which is not feasible for water at
ambient pressure.
The analysis of Bmim? orientations with respect to
different cellulose surfaces revealed two distinct
patterns of interaction: stacking on cellulose strands
on the hydrophobic surface and intercalation in
between cellulose strands on hydrophilic surfaces.
The analysis indicates how structural features of the
solute and the solvent cation contribute to the favorable interactions with the two. Stacking of Bmim? on
the hydrophobic ﬁber surface takes place as surface
pyranose rings are approached by the planar aromatic
imidazole ring. Intercalation of the planar cation in
between cellulose chains is facilitated by a differential
 surface
tilting of center and origin chains on the ð110Þ
and by voids on the (010) surface. The stacking
interactions with the solvent can facilitate cellulose
dissolution by substituting the same kind of interaction
between neighboring cellulose layers. It is, however,
also conceivable that the intercalation could enhance
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the disintegration of cellulose ﬁbers directly through
interference with non-polar interactions of neighboring layers and indirectly by promoting the penetration
of Cl- anions into the ﬁber interior where they can
attack intrachain as well as interchain hydrogen bonds
essential for ﬁber integrity. This may provide an
explanation how ILs can facilitate cellulose dissolution through interactions on the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic ﬁber surfaces.
The present study reveals how both components of
BmimCl interact with the amphiphilic cellulose in the
early stages of ﬁber dissolution. The distinct orientations Bmim? can adopt on the different surfaces
highlight the versatility of imidazolium-based cations,
which help to facilitate the disintegration of cellulose
layers. Moreover, taking into consideration that Clanions interact extensively with solvent-exposed
hydroxyl groups, it is conceivable that cellulose ﬁber
deconstruction is achieved by BmimCl through the
combination of polar anions penetrating the ﬁber and
disrupting hydrogen bonds and non-polar cations
loosening layers of the cellulose structure via nonpolar stacking interactions and intercalation. The
present results thus suggest a synergistic approach to
cellulose dissolution.

Conclusions
We performed all-atom MD simulations of a cellulose
ﬁber in BmimCl in order to study the role of cations
and anions in the initial phase of cellulose dissolution
in ILs. The simulations were used to investigate
solvent structure around the solute and to identify
speciﬁc interactions between the two. Selective accumulation of Cl- anions is found around the solventexposed hydroxyl groups of the glucan chains. This
contact disrupts intrachain hydrogen bonds on the
hydrophilic surface origin chains. In contrast, Bmim?
cations undergo ring stacking interactions with the
cellulose hydrophobic surface and intercalate between
chains on the hydrophilic surface. Hence, overall,
BmimCl solvates cellulose by interacting with both
the hydroxyl groups and the hydrophobic side of the
polysaccharide, consistent with the Lindman Hypothesis (Medronho et al. 2012; Glasser et al. 2012), and
this may explain why ILs act as ideal solvents for the
amphiphilic cellulose molecule. Our results are complementary to those from previous simulations on

cellulose-IL interactions, in which active roles during
dissolution for both anions and cations had been
suggested (Cho et al. 2011; Zhao et al. 2012).
Moreover, we observe synergistic action of the
different ions on different ﬁber surfaces.
IL treatment of cellulose is known to form noncrystalline aggregates through a dissolution process
that involves conformational transformation of the
ﬁber. This process may be governed by distinct
interactions between the cellulose and the IL. For
example, in a recent experimental study, in which
cellulose Ib was treated with liquid ammonia, large
structural changes of the cellulose ﬁber were found to
be induced by speciﬁc solute–solvent interactions
(Bellesia et al. 2011; Wada et al. 2011). While the
results presented here shed light on early events in the
dissolution process by ILs, large-scale structural
changes of the cellulose ﬁber, possibly driven by
interactions with the IL, remain out of reach due to
computational limitation. Therefore, future research
on the impact of ILs on cellulose may focus on
identifying distinct interaction patterns during experimentally identiﬁed different stages of dissolution.
Furthermore, in order to realize the full potential of ILs
in biomass treatment, further simulations as well as
experiments need to be performed to elucidate the
effect of ILs on biomass models that include other
components, such as lignin and hemicellulose.
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